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We have studied the Ualitz plot for the recently observed c!rnrgcd 

state decaying into K n T at 1876 $lcV/c2 and we find that the final 

state is incompatible with a natural spin parity assignment. This infor- 

t; 
mation, coupled with the earlier observation of the K n decay mode (a 

final state of natural spin parity) of the neutral state at 1805 McV/c2, 

suggests parity violation in the decays of these objects if they arc mcm- 

hers of the same isomultiplct as their proximity in mass suggests. 
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We have recently reported our observation in e+c- annihilation of a 

narrow, charged state of mass lSi6 McC’/c2 l cccsying into the exotic dccny 

T?rll mode K 71 n . The proximity in mass of this state to the nc[ltrnl state 

decaying into Kn and K3n at 1805 ?lcV/c? S~l~~eSts th:lt they ilrc ~ICIII~ICI.YT of 

the same isomultiplet. As such they are expected to have the same parity. 

Since the Kn final state is one of natural spin parity, a dcmnnstrntion that 

the Knn final state of the charged member of the isornult iplct is inconsistent 

with natural spin parity implies a parity violation in the rlcc:~y. III this 

Lcttcr we present cvidcncc, bnscd on a study of the K?r’s’- l)alitz plot for 

such a parity violation, suggesting that the decay proceeds via the weak 

interaction as expected for the predicted (I)‘, Do) isodoublct of charm. 3 

The prcscnt analysis is based on Kern events observed among a s;~mplc of 

%44,000 hadronic events taken from 3.9 GeV to 4.25 Cc\ center-of-mass energy. 

These data were taken with the SLAC-LL3L magnetic detector at SI’EAR. 

The Knn combinations arc selected with the aid of the time-of-flight 

system described in Ref. 2. In the present analysis WC h~vc used ;I modified 

form of the time-of-flight (‘1‘01~) weighting tcchniquc dcscrihcd cnrlicr. I,2 

A given track in a multi-pron g hadronic cvcnt is assigned a tlcfinitc 

particle identity on the basis of the agrccmcnt hctwecn its ol~s~r~vcd ‘l’Olz 

ovcq 3 1 .5 - 2.0 mctcr flight i)ath and that prcdictcd for cithcr ~1 n or a K 

with ;I momentum as mcasurcd. Specifically wc compute a x2 value for both the 

n clntl K hypotheses (xq and xc) based on the obscrvcd and cxpectctl TOI: and t.llc 

0.4 ns rms resolution of the TOF system. Tracks s;tt i sfy ing the requirements 

; x: c x,, xt < 3 are called kaons. Protons and ani tprotons arc separated from 

f 
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kaons in a similar fashion. l’hc remaining tracks are cal led pions. 4 
‘The ~Il,OVC 

tcchniquc allows the direct study of scatter plots and in particular the ])a1 itz 

plot for the KTIT system. 

In order to obtain a relatively clean sample of Klrn(187C)) cvcnts WC make 

USC of the result that for the; L cm region, 3.3 < ticm < 4.25 GeV; the recoi 1 

mass (M ret ) spectrum shows :I sharp spi kc near 2 GcV. ’ WC thus used ;I &rta 

sample with the Ecm region cho~cn as above coupled with a cut 1 .96 < bl < 2.04 ret 

GeV/c*. Figure la and lb show the rcsul tinp cxot i c and noricxot ic Knn irrv;lri;lrlt 

mass distributions. A fit to the spectrum of Fig. 11) was :lpl)ropri;ltc*l!* :;calc*d 

to serve as a background for Fig. la. Figure la shows a fit to :I Gaussian 

peak over this background. Figure 2n shows the (folded) Dalitz plot for K+aLrr’ 

events with the additional invariant mass (bl) rcquircmcnt 1.86 < bl < 1.92 CcV/c2. 

We find a sample of 126 events in the Dalitz plot of Figure 2a of which we 

estimate 58 arc background. In Figure 2b we show a background Dal itz plot 

consisting of 112 noncxotic combinations K+n+n- satisfying the same mass and 

missing mass cuts as the exotic combinations of Figure 23. 

Both signal and background Dal itz plots are consistent wit6 uniform 

.population density. A uniformly populated Dalitz plot is incompntiblc with a 

Kern final state of pure, natur:ll spin parity.S For the C;JSC of a natural 

spin-parity state decaying into three pscudoscalars one cxpccts a depopulation 

(or zero) along the Dal itz plot boundary. ‘This follr~ws from the ncccssity of 

constructing the matrix clement from the vector proJuL.t of the two 

indcljcndent ccntcr-of-mass momenta--, ‘I vector wlli ch vanishes on the Dal i tz 

plot boundary whcrc momenta arc co1 1 incar. 1 f, as in the cast of K+n+n-+, two 

of the pscudoscalars arc identical, one cxpccts ;Idditionnl zeros. S incc three 
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pseudoscalars cannot be in a O+ spin parity state, I- and 2+ exhaust natural 

spin parity combinations for spin less than 3. For the case of l- one 

le in the 

it2 plot. 

expects an additional zero along the y-axis (symmetry axis), whi 

cast of 2+ one expects a higher order zero at the top of the Dal 

In order to quantitatively rule out the K~lr final states of i- and 2+ 

we have util 

the simplest 

form factors 

i zed the phenomcnological matrix elements of Zcm:lch. 5 Thcsc 3re 

matrix elements :utc! arc subject to multiplication by arbitrary 

Barring the presence of rapidly varying form factors, they can 

be expected to give a good approximation to the e.utcllt of the regions of 

dcpopulat ien, allowing ;i qunntitntivc comp;lri son with the expcrimcnt;il 

distribution. 

For Jp - l- the matrix elcmcnt is constrllctcd from an ;lxinl vector symmetric 

under the exchange of the two pions. The csscntial form of such ;1 qutlnt ity 

is (T 
Tl 

- Tn2);l x Gz, where t rcprcscnts a pion momentum in the rest frame of 

the Knrr(1876), and TTI represents its hinctic energy. For the cast of unpolarized 

porduction one then expects an intensity II- Given by 

To compare the distribution of I,- with the data, WC have divitlc~tl the 

Dalitz plot into two discrimination regions dii:idcd b> ;I contour of const:lnt 

I,-. l’hc particular contour was chosen so that nn equal numhcr of c%vcnts would 

bc found in each region for ;I phase space decay of the stat-c K;-rr~ (I,Y70) , s 

;IS tlctcrmincd by :I 3l~~ntc-C;~r~l~~ 1.3 lculation. 0wi11s to the 3pproxim;ltcly 11r1i form 

Ksn Jctcction cTficicncy over thr I)alitz l)lot thcsc regions h:rvc ncar.1 y cclu:ll areas, 

Figures 3a and 31) show the K’~‘ri~ i lrvari;Int III:ISS s;l)cct r:I for cvcnts with 
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Dal itz variables lying inside the two I- discrimination regions as indicated 

by the shaded area in the respective inserts. 

A fit to a Gaussian signal over the scnlcd hackground of Fig. lb rcvc:~ls 

34 _+ 8 signal events in the pcriphernl region compared to 3S + 3 signal event!; 

in the central region. Such n division is consistent with cquel popul;ltion 

with a x2 of 0.1 for one degree of freedom (DF) or a confidcncc level CL = 75:. 

On the other hand, a Monte-Carlo simulation of i;nq dccrtys using the intensity 

distribution I I- gives an expected population division of 1:X.2 for pcriphcral 

to central region. This is cffectivcly ruled out with a x2 of 1X.1 (CL = 2~10~~). 

For 2+ we construct a symmetric, traceless, second-ru\k tensor whicll is 

also symmetric under the exchange of the t.wo pions. WC USC! Aij = *niqj + *Jqi 

.wherc An is the difference of the pion momenta and q is their cross product. 

For unpolarized production one expects an intensity given by: 

12+ = 1 1 ,,‘jAji = I;tI - G212 1;;l x ;r21? . 
i j 

Here WC again divide the Dalitz plot into two regions, using a contour 

of constant 12+ chosen to give eqllal population for phase space decay. 12+ 

depopulates the peripheral region relative to the central region by l:S.O. 

Figure 31) and 3c show the K’a’n’ invariant mass spectra for events with 

Dalitz variables in the shaded 2+ discrimination regions. Our fits give 

31 it 9 events in the peripheral regions and 3 .S I 10 cvcnts in the central 

region. This result is again consistent with cqunl popltlation with a x7 

of 0.1 for one DF (CL = 75”“)) and inconsistent with I,+ with ;1 x2 of !I .4 

for one DP (Ct. = 0.001). The observed sample population of the 2+ per i phcra I 

. ‘I’ll (> 
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absence of such a zero argues against natural spin parity final states of spin 

3 and greater as well. 

In summary the distribution jn the Dalitz plot is incompatible with the 

zeros expected for spin parity l- or 2+ for the KJTTT( 1876) . Parity violation 

then follows from the observation that the presumed isomult iplct state ;It 1805 

MeV/c 2 decays into Krr, a natural spin parity st3tc. 

We wish to thank W. Chinowsky for useful discussions. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. The Knn mass distributions with the cuts designed to enhance the 

signal-to-background ratio: E = 3.90 cm - 4.25 GcV ilJld Mrec = 1.96 

- 2.04 GeV/c2. (a) Exotic combination K+n’n’; (b) non-exotic 

combination K’a+n-. 

Fig. 2. Dalitz plots, folded around y-axis, for the Kqlr system with the mass 

cuts M = 1.86 - 1.92 GcV/c’ and the cuts given for Fig. 1. (a) Exotic 
;++ 

combination K n-lr-; (1~) non-exotic combination K?n+lr-. llcrc 

Q = Tk + Trl + Tn2. 

Fig. 3. M(K’r’n’) distributions for the same data sample as in Fig. 2. 

(a) t’periphcral” and (b) “central” regions (on the folded plot) for 

3 contour Of il l- m:lt rix clcmcnt as indicated by the shtldcrl regions 

of the inserts, (c) “peripheral” and (d) “cclltral” regions for ii 

contour of a 2 
+ 

matrix clcmcnt . The solid curves arc fits to a 

Gaussian signal over the scalctl backgrollnds of Fig. Ih. 
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